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Vientiane Airmail 1924
Ron Bentley
TONKIN
LAOS
Vientiane
Nong Khai
THAILAND

Roi Ed

ANNAM

Korat
Bangkok
CAMBODIA

COCHINCHINA

One of the earliest mail-carrying flights in Indochina passed through
Vientiane in 1921. Even so, regular airmail services were not available from
there until well into the 1930s. The registered cover shown here was posted by
airmail in at the very beginning of 1924. The mailing was a 4 cent Local
Currency Native Women envelope uprated with seven copies of the 4 cent
Local Currency Native Woman stamp. The framed "PAR AVION" may have
been a private marking as the post office was unlikely to have such a
handstamp at this time. Handwritten instructions said that the letter should go
via airmail between Nong Khai and Korat. Nong Khai was in Thailand just
across the border from Vientiane. The letter arrived at Bangkok on 12 January
1924 as indicated by the transit postmark on the reverse – high-speed service
considering the time that a combination of overland and sea mail would take! ∞
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to share with the membership the many facets of collecting this fascinating area.
Our web site, located at http://www.imnahastamps.com/sicp/index.htm, is a convenient way to access the
latest information about the society’s activities. ∞
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Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
With this issue, you are receiving your annual dues notice. The year of expiration of your membership
is indicated on the mailing label. If you get an electronic journal and need to know when your dues expire,
email me. Many of you have paid ahead but I still need to hear from your with regard to having your name
listed in our membership roster. If you do not want to be listed, be certain to let me know.
You will note several new authors in this issue. I applaud their efforts and hope others will follow their
lead. With little effort, all types of information can fashioned into an article. Our members have the
knowledge (or the questions). Please contact me with your ideas, your drafts or your finished products.
Member Lee Wade suggested that I again include the officers mailing addresses in the journal so that
those who are still not connected to the Internet can contact their representatives. Good idea Lee and you
will see the addresses on the opposite page from here on.
Continuing interest in the philately of Indochina has resulted in a stream of new membership
applications. The health of our organization depends on infusions of “new blood.” Encourage those with
a potential interest to join for a year to see if SICP is for them. New members to our society are:
758

Jean Goanvic
71 Bld Mal de Lattre
Suresnes 92150
France

Indochina 1940-1955

759

Peter Ahrens
27/45 Phaholyothin Road 23
Bangkok 109000 Thailand

Indochina, North and South Vietnam
mixed Indochina & Vietnam frankings

760

Scott Paulus
225 Flour Apt # 8308
Sugarland, TX 77479

Indochina, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam

761

Paul Grove
4802 Dover Court
Bethesda, MD 20816

Cambodia, Laos, North and South Vietnam

762

Robert Marshall
1200 Woodview Road
Burr Ridge, IL 60527

Cambodia, Laos, North and South Vietnam
Indochina and Thailand

763

Carl Sheer
98-636 Kuini Street
Aiea, HI 96701

Indochina, Vietnam, Offices in China

764

Johannes Spronk
1308 Ninth Street
La Grande, OR 977850-2414

Indochina, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam

765

Wayne Jackson
5707 Wild Berry Court
Parker, CO 80134

Laos mint, used and varieties
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Minutes of Annual Board Meeting
Richard K. Aspnes
Date and Location: Meeting called to order at 4:00 p.m., 16 August 2002 by President, Richard K.
Aspnes at the Atlantic City Convention Center Atlantic City, New Jersey
Officers and Directors Present: John P Carroll, Jr. – Director, Norman Davis – Director, Richard K.
Aspnes – President, Jack Dykhouse – Vice-president
Officers and Directors Absent: Toan Nguyen – Director, Terry A. Barham – Director, Ronald Bentley –
Executive Secretary
Quorum present? Yes
Members Present: Joseph Schramm, Larry Graf, Dom Sozio, Cary Cochran, Joseph Cartafalsa –
Executive Director
Others Present: Alberta Clark, Wallace Craig
Topics:

• General
•

Selected photocopy portfolios from Nguyen Bao Tung’s personal collection were made
available for review by the attendees.

•

Welcome was extended to all attending members and guests.

•

A member recommended as excellent, a recent Viet-Nam historical book titled “The Sacred
Willow: Four Generations in the Life of a Vietnamese Family”, by Duong Van Mai Elliott.

• World Wide Web (WWW) Internet site and plans for migration from existing implementation
•

Mr. Aspnes opened the discussion and presented a motion on migrating the Society’s current
WWW presence to a professional hosting service and obtaining a unique SICP Internet
domain address. Significant discussion resulted regarding the capabilities and costs related to
such a migration. MOTION seconded and passed to move the SICP WWW site to
professional hosting service and to obtain a permanent domain name.

•

Mr. Aspnes will research available domain names (SICP is not available) and to survey
professional hosting services. Concurrence of the officers will be solicited during the domain
name search and selection.

•

Mr. Aspnes will inquire with Andrew Crenshaw regarding Andrew’s availability for continued
management of the SICP WWW site during and after migration.

• Republishing Society’s By-Laws
•
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Mr. Aspnes offered a motion to reprint the Society’s By-Laws in the Society journal at the
next earliest opportunity. MOTION seconded and passed.
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Minutes of Annual Board Meeting

•

Mr. Dykhouse volunteered to provide a copy of the by-laws to Mr. Aspnes who would scan,
OCR and provide to the Editor, Mr. Bentley.

• Member privacy and the Society’s ability to provide member’s personal information to outside
philatelic businesses

•

Considerable discussion, comments, and suggestions were expressed on this subject. Based
on previous decisions, the issues were again revisited and the planned implementation was
explained to all attendees: Mr. Bentley, Executive Secretary, will include in a future issue of the
Society’s journal, a form to be completed by each member, allowing the member to express
their preference for the Society to release personal information on file, i.e. members mailing
address and e-mail address. Mr. Davis expressed great concern that providing member
information to philatelic auction businesses would reduce the Society’s auction activities and
results.

• Expansion of membership and outreach
• Several members expressed their concern on the declining number of Society members, and on
various methods to increase both membership and Society participation. Volunteers were solicited
to promote the Society. The membership is approximately 130, and the current dues do not cover
the increased postage costs to mail the Society’s journal. Electronic distribution does reduce the
overall postage cost. A dues increase was suggested. MOTION was seconded and passed to
review the Society’s financial situation. Assigned to Mr. Bentley.
• Mr. Davis expressed concern on life members, and their responsibility to pay the annual dues.
Several members pointed out that some life members do pay annual dues.
• Mr. Dykhouse volunteered to arrange additional Society meetings at non-East Coast venues,
the first being SESCAL in October.
• Appointment of Executive Secretary, Editor, and ex-officio Executive Director
•

Mr. Aspnes requested concurrence in his decision to continue the positions of Executive
Secretary and Editor to Mr. Bentley, and the ex-officio position of Executive Director (acting
as goodwill ambassador and coordinator of Society meetings) to Mr. Cartafalsa. MOTION
seconded and passed.

• Submission of Society Publications and Associated Publications to Philatelic Literature
Competitions

•

Mr. Cartafalsa proposed a motion that consideration is given to submission of the Society’s
journal, and various publications and associated publications to philatelic event literature
competitions. MOTION seconded and passed.

•

Mr. Aspnes and Mr. Dykhouse were assigned the actions to survey future competitions and
make application and submissions.

• Plan to receive maximum benefit of philatelic and numismatic material willed to the Society
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•

The bequest of Dr. Paul Haydon is a general collection of mostly stamps, and foreign currency
bills. Only a small percentage of the total collection pertains to the Indo-China area. There
was great discussion between Mr. Davis, Mr. Cartafalsa, Mr. Schramm, Mr. Sozio, and Mr.
Carroll regarding various methods to maximize the benefit to the Society and its membership.
The final motion was to sell the non Indo-China material using potentially Dutch Country
Stamp Center Auctions. Indo-China material will be reviewed by the Society’s Auction
Manager, Mr. Davis and pertinent material be selected for a Society auction. The remaining
Indo-China material will be included in the material sold through public auction. MOTION
seconded and passed.

•

Mr. Bentley will arrange with Mr. Davis for Mr. Davis to review the candidate Indo-China
material. After the selection process is complete, Mr. Bentley will solicit assistance from Mr.
Schramm and or Mr. Sozio to offer the material through public auction.

• Discussion on various Society publications and products
•

Mr. Aspnes suggested that to communicate more fully with the membership on the various
Society publications and products, a ‘flyer’ of listing such items and methods for ordering
should be included in the Society journal.

•

This action was assigned to Mr. Bentley.

• Society Auction results and methods to improve both content and participation
•

Mr. Davis reported on the recent auction (number 58) and indicated that the response from the
membership was poor (bids on 20 to 25% of the lots), and much of the submitted material was
returned to the vendors. Mr. Davis also indicated that approximately 100 hours is necessary to
prepare an auction. The current auction fund balance is approximately $6000.00

•

There was general discussion on methods and processes to improve the Society’s auction:
many members recommended that graphics be included, contrasting the success of ebay
auctions with the included graphics and images to the text only approach of the Society’s
auctions. One suggestion that was generally agreed to was for the vendor to supply images of
material offered. Another suggestion was the Society’s web site would be used to both post
the auction, and the images.

•

Mr. Davis was tasked to study the various suggestions and to provide to the Society
recommendations for general improvement in the auctions, including a graduated selling fee
based on the realized price of each lot sold.

• Discussion on the Society’s publication of Indo-China Revenue catalog on CD-ROM
•

Mr. Dykhouse commented on the methods and process to provide updates and corrections to
“The Revenues of Viet-Nam” CD-ROM. Mr. Cartafalsa stated that the Society needed to
communicate directly with Maurice Lange to provide him with additional information. Mr.
Cartafalsa stated that he would communicate directly with M. Lange.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
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Presentations at SICP Annual Meeting
Jack Dykhouse
After the business meeting in Atlantic City, there were two prepared presentations in addition to many
interesting conversations. SICP Executive Director Joe Cartafalsa gave the first presentation on differences
between collectors in the United States and Viet-Nam. This was an expanded version of the article Joe
wrote in ICP 153. It is interesting to note that there is a stamp club meeting EVERY DAY in Saigon. SICP
President Richard Aspnes gave a demonstration of the “Commemorative Postal Markings of French IndoChina, Viet-Nam, Laos, Cambodia through 1975 Catalog.” This CD includes color photos of every known
first day cover (including over two dozen different cachets for some issues) as well as first flight covers and
other special event covers. There are some covers shown in the catalog that I've never seen in my 40 years
of serious collecting. This can be ordered for $20 from the SICP Executive Secretary, Ron Bentley. John
Carroll and Joe Cartafalsa also signed copies of their award winning article ( “An Introduction to the Viet
Cong & Mien Nam Stamps of Vietnam”) that was published in the Congress Book 2002 which was
released at the APS meeting. This book can be obtained from American Philatelic Congress SecretaryTreasurer: David L. Straight, P.O. Box 32858, St. Louis, MO 63132. This excellent article is well worth
the price of the book (about $35). ∞

Viet Nam Postal Savings Company
Howard A. Daniel III
I receive a daily newsletter from Viet Nam called VDC English Business Newsletter. It contains the
business news of the country. Comparing it to the business newspapers and magazines that I read while in
Viet Nam, the newsletter contains more information.. As you know, I collect all of the financial instruments
from Viet Nam (and Southeast Asia), and this includes postal money orders, checks, postal savings stamps,
postal savings account passbooks, etc. The newsletter of July 17 had the following item of interest to me
and maybe to some of you too;
Banking Services Posted in HCM City
“The Vietnam Postal Savings Company (VPSC) will offer savings accounts at 39 more post offices in
HCM City from today onwards. The new service will allow customers to deposit money at one branch and
then withdraw funds at any branch connected to the main computer network. The minimum deposit is
VND 100,000 and the minimum withdrawal amount VND 50,000. VPSC, a subsidiary of the state-run
Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Corporation (VNPT), has already launched the service at 77 post
offices nationwide, including 30 post offices in Hanoi and eight offices in Quang Ninh province.”
If you think that the newsletter might be of interest to you, please contact:
VDCmedia
292 Tay Son Street
Hanoi, Vietnam
Phone/Fax: 84 - 4 - 5372788
vnstyle@fmail.vnn.vn
website: www.vn-style.com
I will now be looking for the financial instruments related to the above postal savings accounts. If you
come across any postal financial instruments of the current or former governments of the Indochina area,
please contact me at “Howard@SEAsianTreasury.com.” ∞
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By-Laws of the Society of Indo-China Philatelists
ARTICLE 1
NAME OF ORGANIZATION
The name of the organization shall be the SOCIETY for INDO-CHINA PHILATELISTS and shall be
operated for non-profit purposes. Founded on 1 November 1970 for the express purpose of studying the
postal issues, and postal history of Indo-China, Laos, Cambodia, North Vietnam, and South Vietnam.

ARTICLE 2
MEMBERSHIP
Section 1: Qualifications
Any person of good character, interested in the postal issues and postal history of Indo-China, Laos,
Cambodia, North Vietnam, and South Vietnam may become a member of the SOCIETY for INDOCHINA PHILATELISTS in accordance with the provisions of this article. All prospective applicants
must furnish two character and one financial reference upon applying for membership or reinstatement.
Because of the high standard of membership required by the Society of Philatelic Americans (SPA), and,
the American Philatelic Society (APS), members of these organizations will be admitted to full membership
on presentation of their SPA or APS membership numbers.
Section 2: Application for membership
Applications for membership in the Society shall be in writing and in such form as the Executive Secretary
shall from time to time either prescribe or approve.
Section 3: Fees and Dues
The membership admission fee and the annual dues of members shall be as fixed from time to time by the
Executive Secretary, with the majority approval of the officers of the Society.
Section 4: Publication of Memberships
The names of new applicants admitted to the Society shall be published in the official organ of the Society.
Members who object to the membership of a new applicant must file their objections within thirty days of
publication.
Section 5: Types of Memberships
There shall be four classes of members:
Charter Members – Those members joining the Society during the organizational period. Acceptance of
Charter members shall cease on 1 January 1972.
Regular Members – Those members paying the annual membership dues as set forth by the Society.
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By-Laws of the Society of Indo-China Philatelists
Life Members – Those members paying the life membership fee as determined by the Society, are exempt
from paying annual dues and shall be members for the remainder of their natural lives.
Honorary Life Members – Those members serving the Society above and beyond the call of duty. Such
members shall be chosen by the officers of the Society. Majority vote shall prevail.
Section 6: Resignations of Members
Members resigning from the Society will not be refunded the unused portion of their membership dues.
Such resignations shall take effect upon the date as set by the Executive Secretary.
Section 7: Expulsion of Members
Any member found guilty of misconduct or other similar charges, shall be expelled from the Society.
Members under investigation shall be suspended from membership until a decision is reached by the
Society Officers. A majority vote shall be required to expel a member from the Society.

ARTICLE 3
OFFICERS
Section 1: Eligibility
Any member of the Society, in good standing, shall be eligible to hold any office in the Society or to serve
upon any committees.
Section 2: Elective Officers
The elective Officers of the Society shall be the President, Vice President, and four (4) Directors.
Section 3: Elections
The elective Officers of the Society shall be elected by the members of the Society in good standing by
ballot, in October of each odd-numbered year. The term of office for each elected Officer shall run from
November 1st to October 3lst, for a total of two (2) years. Nominations may be made by a petition of not
less than three Society members in good standing. The candidate receiving the largest number of votes
shall be declared elected. In the case of a tie vote for any office, or if the successful candidate for any office
dies, the election shall be decided by a poll of the elective officers already in office. Majority vote shall
decide the outcome.
Section 4: Vacancies
In case of a vacancy in the office of any of the Officers of the Society, such vacancy shall be filled as
follows: In the office of the President, by the succession thereto of the Vice President. In any other elective
or administrative office, by appointment of the President.
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By-Laws of the Society of Indo-China Philatelists
Section 5: Impeachment of Officers
Any Officer who fails to perform his duties, or is otherwise derelict in the performance of his office, shall
be impeached. A simple majority of those officers voting (excluding the Officer being charged) shall be
necessary to impeach an Officer.
ARTICLE 4
DUTIES OF OFFICERS
Section 1: The President
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society. He shall appoint the various standing
committees. He shall appoint the various department managers. He shall appoint an Editor for the Society
organ. He shall appoint a member to act in the capacity of Executive Secretary for the Society. He shall
have general supervision over all officers and committees to the end that there shall be full and complete
performance of their duties by each of said Officers and Committees.
Section 2: The Vice President
The Vice President shall assume the duties of the President during the President’s incapacity to preside at a
meeting. He shall assume the duties of the President in the event the office is vacated. He shall assume
any or all duties at such time as the President may direct.
Section 3: The Executive Secretary
The Executive Secretary shall keep a record, in accurate and permanent form, of all proceedings of the
Society. He shall edit and approve all official notices to be published in the Society organ. He shall have
charge of the Society emblem, keep the records of members, and issue membership cards. He shall receive
all membership applications and investigate all prospective members. He shall send a listing of new
members to the Society organ for publication therein. He shall be responsible for the custody of all funds
or securities of the Society. He shall advise the President in all matters concerning the financial duties
discharged. He shall present annually a complete statement to the membership of all assets and liabilities
of the Society and of the financial transactions. He shall collect all dues and fees and keep proper books of
account showing all receipts, disbursements, and balances of cash on hand. He shall deposit all monies of
the Society in a bank to the credit of the Society. There shall be an annual audit of the books of the
Executive Secretary by a Society member chosen by the President.
Section 4: The Editor
The President shall appoint a member as Editor for the Society organ. Such member shall be entitled to
cast one vote in all matters brought forth for Society Officer consideration. The Editor shall appoint an
Editorial Board to include one member for each of the major fields: Indo-China, Laos, Cambodia, North
and South Vietnam.
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By-Laws of the Society of Indo-China Philatelists
Section 5: The Directors (Four to be elected)
The Directors shall assume all duties as assigned to them by the President. In general, the Directors shall
promote the Society, and vote on matters brought forth for consideration.
Section 6: Voting Officers
The following Society Officers shall each cast one (1) vote in all matters up for consideration by the
Society:
President
Vice President
Executive Secretary
Editor
Directors (4)

1 vote
1 vote
1 vote
1 vote
1 vote each
8 Total

In case one of the officers should also hold the position of Editor, that Officer will cast only one (1) vote.
In case of a tie vote, the President shall be entitled to cast another vote to break the tie.

ARTICLE 5
CHAPTERS
A petition of not less than five members shall be required to organize an SICP Chapter. Chapters shall pay
no fee in accordance with the provisions of this article.

ARTICLE 6
AMENDMENTS
These By Laws may be amended or augmented as the need arises, first by being proposed and then
seconded by any member in good standing. This proposal will then be studied by the Society Officers. If
the proposal is approved, it shall be submitted to the general membership for their approval. Balloting shall
be in writing and a 2/3 majority of those voting shall be required to adopt any proposed amendments or
changes.
*******
Editors Note: The SICP By-Laws were last published in ICP Volume 1, Number 2, March, 1971. As a
result of discussions among the society's officers about needed changes, the by-laws are presented here to
inform all members. More will appear in these pages as various proposals for changes are debated and
presented to the membership for consideration. ∞
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Identification Criteria for Laos Freedom from Hunger Souvenir Sheets
Kenneth R. Thompson
In the August 1973 issue of ICP, David Torres wrote an excellent history concerning the Freedom from
Hunger issue and the need for two printings of the associated souvenir sheets.
A clarification concerning the number of 2nd-printing sheets needs to be made. Instead of 15,000
sheets produced in the reprinting, Michel indicates that there were 75,000 printed. This number would
more accurately reflect the substantial variation in pricing between the 1st and 2nd printings. Currently, the
2nd-printing sheets are selling for about $4.00 per sheet, and the 1st-printing sheets are selling for around
$50.00. This pricing difference reflects the valuations provided by Michel, and is consistent with a 1:15
production ratio of 1st to 2nd printings.
Having confirmed the legitimacy of the current pricing with respect to the representations made by
Michel, the question arose as to how to definitively distinguish between the 1st and 2nd printings. Mr.
Torres provided four criteria: (1) The coloring at the left foot of the fisherman on the 1k, (2) The coloring
of the 4k characters, (3) The color of the panel and water buffalo's head on the 5k, and (4) the paper and
coloring of the gum.

1st Printing

2nd Printing

Figure 1. The standard criteria used to distinguish 1st and 2nd printings are by the left-hand panel and
water buffalo head on the 5k stamps. The 1st printing panels are a shade of green and the buffalo’s head is
shaded green. For the 2nd printing, the panels are brown and the buffalo’s head is brown with a hint of
green.
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Identification Criteria for Laos Freedom from Hunger Souvenir Sheets
Initially, these criteria appeared to be adequate. However, upon securing more sheets, it became
apparent to me that more definitive criteria were required. The criteria for both the 1k and 4k stamps
seemed to be very difficult to discern. And, the difficulty was even more pronounced with respect to the
gum criterion. Gum coloring is not consistent, and whether or not the gum is “yellow” or “white”
cannot, in many instances, be easily determined. The gum is frequently an off-shade or even grayish.
Furthermore, gum discolors and degrades over time.
In order to provide a definitive classification of these sheets that is not dependent on the ambiguous 1k
and 4k criteria, nor on gum coloration, a striking discovery was made: The child’s hair on the 9k stamp is
purple on the 1st printing and brown on the 2nd. The coloration difference is not apparent until the image
is enlarged.
It is suggested that a combination of two criteria be used for classification purposes. As shown in
Figures 1 and 2, it is recommended that the 1st printing can be determined initially by the green color of the
panel and water buffalo head on the 5k stamp, followed by determining that the child’s hair color is in fact
purple. This combination of identifiers should define a sheet as being one from the 1st printing.
Further confirmation of the classification criteria by SICP members is encouraged. If you can verify or
refute the results presented here, please contact Ken Thompson at ken@raven58vn.com. ∞

1st Printing

2nd Printing

Figure 2. While the coloration of the child’s hair is difficult to discern on the 9k value at normal size, it is
quite distinctive when the stamp is enlarged.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I wish to offer some comments to Howard A. Daniel III who had an excellent letter in the Sep 2002
issue. Regarding Mr. Daniel's comments on the use of “Lao” and “Laos,” I agree with him completely.
For over thirty years, I have had the same problem with “Viet Nam” and “Vietnam.” My advice is, give it
up; it is a losing battle. I have come to the point where this linguistic controversy is merely a matter of
“translation” from the native to western languages. It has helped me to sleep better at night.
This situation is not limited to westernizing the words of Southeast Asia but also occurs in
“westernizing” names/words of Western Europe. (Translating into English?) Hence, Worms becomes
Vienna, and Munchen becomes Munich in English. Thus the French translated the native word “Lao” to
“Laos” and d'Laos with the silent final “s” as in Illinois, Jacques, Versailles, etc. and “d'Laos” was
translated into English as Laotian.
The Lao/Laos situation is common in translating many of the languages of the world into the language
of the speaker. Many languages do not have plurals, many do not have the verb “to be” and some don't
have the articles a, an, and the which can make for problems in translating languages in either direction.
We speak and write in English, so let us use Laos, Laotian, Vietnam, Vietnamese, …
Lee Wade ∞
French Union Propaganda Card
Ron Bentley
The French constitution of 1946 established the French Union (loosely modeled on the British
Commonwealth of Nations) to replace the colonial system. It comprised metropolitan France, French
overseas departments, territories, settlements, and United Nations trusteeships; French colonies, which
became overseas departments of France; and associate states (protectorates).
Immediately after the creation of the new organization, France became engaged in a massive
propaganda campaign to convince the citizens of former colonies that member ship in the French Union
was their best choice for the future. In Indochina, the struggle for the hearts and minds of the people
ultimately led to armed conflict.
The postcard shown here was an instrument of propaganda crusade. It depicts a map of France
overlaid on a globe. Sprinkled across the map, are pictorial symbols of various parts of the former French
Empire. The postcard is franked with a 7 cent Indochinese Culture stamp and is postmarked “HANOI
NORD VIETNAM 23-12 1950.” Overlaid on the card’s “L’UNION FRANCAISE” is a diagonal
slogan handstamp commemorating the signing of the convention giving Vietnam independence on 23
December 1950. In Les Postes et Courriers Français en Extrême Orient, Jacques Desrousseaux listed
this slogan marking as M-2.
NGAY HOÀN TOAN DÔC LÀP CUA VIET-NAM
SIGNATURE DES CONVENTIONS INTER-ETATS
INDEPENDENCE DU VIET-NAM
23 DECEMBER 1950
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French Union Propaganda Card
Wording in Vietnamese at the bottom of the postcard translates: “The France Union is an organization
of 110 million people over an area of 12,500,000 square kilometers.”
The reverse of the postcard carries a poem meant to reinforce the overall message. It translates as
follows:1
“Hey, what is the France Union?”
Xa-Xe asked Ly-Toet.1
Ly said, “Union, you know
It guarantees peace of mind for the people.
Look at the snail on the pond
Isolates itself, so easily caught
That's called ‘Snail Politics’
Isolating in the shell, being sure of
security
Be independent but not isolated!
The big guy has no sympathy.
Therefore, unite into one
And rely on the France Union.
That's one strong entity
Five continents, one big area
Four oceans, but under one roof
Sharing properties, sharing labor.
When the big wave hits our land
Together with Union brothers, we defend
Freedom, equality, union.
Be like a hundred million people
Civilization, you know
That's what France Union brings us.”
By any measure, the French campaign
to garner the collective support of the
population failed. By 1950, the time that
this postcard was mailed, France was
involved in an ever-escalating war in
Vietnam. In 1954, Vietnam along with
Cambodia and Laos withdrew from the
French Union. Following military defeat,
France departed from Indochina. With a
new constitution in France, the French
Community replaced the French Union in
1958. ∞
Front of postcard shows map of France with colonial
symbols overlaid on a globe.
1

Thanks to Hien Nguyen for her translation.
The two names in the poem, Xa-xe and Ly-Toet may have deeper meanings. "Xa" and "Ly" are two rankings for officials at
village levels. “Xe” means "fat/obese" and "Toet" means "big mouth/ talkative/ lying." Maybe the names were selected to
make a humorous point supporting the underlying message.

2
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Viet-Nam's Five Year Plan
Lucian Lu
Recently, I reread an article titled “Viet-Nam: the five year plan series” by Mr. Hsienfu Tseng in
ICP #61. The Five Year Plan series of Socialist Republic of Viet-Nam consisted of five 12xu stamps
issued on 1 May 1979 and five 6xu stamps issued on 1 June 1979 in small size, l9 x 24 millimeters. The
Scott catalog identifies the series as 993-1002.
In addition to the regular issued series, Mr. Tseng also mentioned five essay proofs and one 12xu
stamp with the value denomination overprinted in black. Since I lived in Ho Chi Minh City until 1984, I
have some knowledge about this series, and I wish to add some more details to Mr. Tseng's article:
Besides the two essay proofs mentioned by Mr. Tseng, I have another series of essay proofs comprised
of four stamps as shown on Figure 1. The denominations are:
8xu - 16500000 pigs
12xu - 1200000 acres of forestry

12xu - 21000000 tons of foods
50xu - 1000000 acres of cultivation

The size of the stamps is 22 x 40 millimeters. Vietnamese authorities did not adopt this series of stamps.

Figure 1. Designs were prepared for four large format stamps commemorating the Five Year Plan.
In my opinion, this series and the other series with five large proofs described ICP #61 were not
adopted because of the large quantities of stamps needed for public use. Back then, Viet-Nam lacked
printing supplies such as paper and ink. Therefore, they decided to produce the small size stamps in order
to conserve their printing materials.
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Viet-Nam's Five Year Plan
Apparently, there was some experimentation to determine how the denomination should be presented.
Figure 2 shows two versions of the 12xu blue collar worker. On the left, the face value was printed as a
white outline over the brown background. The denomination was nearly invisible. On the right is an
example with the “12xu” overprinted in black. Nevertheless, the overprinted black was still not clearly
visible. In the end, they decided to print the whole series with the denominations in white.
Mr. Tseng mentioned in his article that this 12xu stamp of the blue collar worker with the black
overprinted face value denomination was found by a clerk at the Saigon Post Office. However, that was not
the case. A stamp collector in Hanoi found it when he purchased year stamp packs at an official stamp
shop. After he brought the stamps home, he discovered that one stamp in the “Five Year Plan” series had
the black overprint. This made him very excited and went back to the shop to buy all the year pack stamps
they had in stock. Then, he sold the newly discovered stamp to other collectors at about the same price as
the whole year pack. Because the official stamp company only offered year packs with single copies of
every stamp, it was difficult to find large blocks of this black overprinted stamp. Actually, the stamp with
the black overprint was never sold in post offices. Only a few sheets might have been mixed with the
normal stamps offered to official stamp companies like Xunhasaba or Cotevina to offer to the public in year
packs. But one strange thing is that in the “VIETNAM POSTAGE STAMPS CATALOGUE” published
by the Vietnam Stamp Company in 1997, the black value stamp along with the other nine stamps in the
series which had the white value denomination stamps. In effect, this “official source” certified black
value denomination stamp as genuine.

Figure 2. The denomination was evaluated in outline (left) and overprinted in black (right).
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Viet-Nam's Five Year Plan
Figure 3 shows a cover that I sent to West Germany using of the whole series of the Five Year Plan
stamps. ∞

Figure 3. Examples of all the Five Year Plan stamps franked a cover to Germany in 1982.

Dispatch from the Saigon Stamp Club
Robert Palladino
While philately primarily may be a solitary pleasure, one cannot ignore the joy derived from a
community of kindred spirits. Whether at a meeting or in a journal like this one, who can deny the
satisfaction that comes from the opportunity to exchange ideas, brag, and trade with those who share your
affinity (or neurosis, depending upon one's perspective)? After all, being part of a community linked by a
common interest increases not only the quality of one’s collection, but also one's appreciation and
enjoyment of the material pursued. In other words, to quote Piglet in Winnie-the-Pooh, "It's more fun with
two."
With this in mind, when visiting Ho Chi Minh City don't limit your trip to street vendors and the old
Post Office on Dong Khoi Street. While the Post Office does indeed boast impressive French architecture,
how long can you stare at a building? Your philatelic fix will not be satisfied. What you need, gentle
reader, is the hustle-and-bustle of the Saigon Stamp Club.
Stamp collectors and dealers meet every Sunday at a rather unremarkable outdoor coffeehouse adjacent
to the right side of the Bao Tang My Thuat (Fine Art Museum) located at 97A Pho Duc Chinh, District 1.
I recommend you try to arrive by 9:00 AM to beat the heat and snatch up the best deals.
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Dispatch from the Saigon Stamp Club
On a recent Sunday, I arrived around 10:00. Joe Cartafalsa was the first to greet me, and he quickly
derided my late arrival and obvious hangover. I counted 25 Vietnamese (22 men, Mrs. Thu Cartafalsa, and
two children running around in Tae Kwon Do robes practicing chops and kicks on each other). There were
also three Americans (Joe, me and fellow SICP member John Carroll. Monsieur Cartafalsa secretly
confided, “This place has too many Americans.”
Before doing anything else, be sure to order yourself a coffee. It is hot out, after all, and you will need
the caffeine and icy goodness of a café sua da (iced coffee with condensed milk) to sustain yourself
through pages and pages of stock books and covers. And the coffee, by the way, will cost you a whopping
5,000 dong (about 33 cents), so you might as well order two. The three waitresses are all very nice but
usually sitting on a couch gossiping with one another. Just yell “em oi” (literally “hey lady,” but it’s not
considered impolite) and they will be happy to help you.
Once properly caffeinated, I usually like to begin by chatting with SICP member and elder statesman,
Mr. Cao Tan Loi. Not only is he quite knowledgeable, but he actually looks like Ho Chi Minh. You will
have to climb over about six dirty motorbikes to sit next to him, but it is worth the effort. On this particular
Sunday, I offered Mr. Loi a “Chuc Mung Nam Moi” (“Happy New Year”) because I had not seen him
in a while. After mutually cursing the heat, Mr. Loi showed me his wares, and I noticed the brown and
green North Vietnamese military frank (Michel 16), similar to Scott M11 and M12, but unlisted by Scott.
It’s hard to find, and his price was fair, but I am unhappy with the toning. Maybe next Sunday, we agreed.

A local collector reads the latest ICP.

If you want to bring material to trade at the
stamp club, I strongly recommend World
Wildlife Fund or other animal topicals. On
that day, I wandered a bit and sat next to a
gentleman proudly displaying his World
Wildlife Fund collection. I feigned interest
and smoked one of his cigarettes. I looked
over at a table nearby and saw Joe Cartafalsa,
who had acquired two large pre-liberation
maps of South Vietnam and seemed content,
albeit a bit shocked by the bustle of Saigon
and the motorbike accident that had just
occurred ten feet from the coffeehouse. “It’s
not North Carolina,” he opined in his
dignified, soft-spoken southern accent.

SICP member Mr. Tran Trong Khai then
got up to leave, which is a shame, because his stamp and cover collection puts most of ours to shame. I
shook his hand and provided him with his copy of the most recent ICP. A ratty looking dog was
scratching himself and he barked at me. Nearby two men were playing Chinese checkers, and it dawned on
me that they had been playing checkers every Sunday morning for as long as I could remember. I
suddenly realized that I had no actual proof that these two gentlemen ever actually stop playing checkers.
I wandered over to SICP member Mr. Ta Phi Long, who has an excellent collection of National
Liberation Front covers and North Vietnamese military mail. In hushed tones we discussed why the 1962
North Vietnamese Prague Military Sports Tournament stamp was withdrawn. “It had nothing to do with
the cancellation of the games,” he assured me. “The weight-lifter is standing on the flags of North
Vietnam's allies -- politically unacceptable.” So, now I knew. But the two coffees had hit me, and I
excused myself.
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Dispatch from the Saigon Stamp Club
Woe to anyone who has to use a bathroom at the Stamp Club. I wandered around the corner and
waited my turn. I then stepped onto a concrete slab with a quarter-sized hole in the ground, and I regretted
wearing sandals. The facility smelled a lot like the Washington Zoo.
Upon my return I sifted through stock books and
plucked out items of interest – random North
Vietnamese material and an excellent Indochina cover
franked with a 15c de Lagree. Joe saw me eyeing the
two National Liberation Front stamps (Michel 28
and 43), both of which had been overprinted with a
10 dong surcharge. Being helpful, Joe warned me
that they were of questionable authenticity. I picked
them up for a cheap price anyway.

“They’re fakes!” Joe Cartafalsa cautioned me.

At noon, I surveyed the scene. John Carroll was
happy with his new Mien Nam covers, the barking
dog had fallen into a sun-induced sleep, Joe was
trying to buy the dog, and Mrs. Cartafalsa was
growing impatient. It was time to walk home. But,
thank goodness, there will be more of the same next
week, and hopefully you will be there to join us. ∞

Recent Auction Results
Ron Bentley
In the 2 May 2002 Nutmeg Stamp Sales there was one notable piece with French Colonies General
Issues:

Lot 2599 (French Colonies) 34 Tied by Saigon/ Cochinchine 1882 postmark across wrapper &: contents
(Journal Officiel Cochinchine Francaise), 20c paying bulk rate on newspaper bundle to France, missing
part of band &: contents, minor faults, signed M Jamet, VF. Estimate $1,350. Realized: Unsold. ∞
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